+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

One Day Adventure: Enduro Tour around Blidinje (M-ID: 2972)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2972-one-day-adventure-enduro-tour-around-blidinje

from €100.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
1 day

You are spending some time in Croatia or Bosnia & Herzegovina and want to make a day trip into the
unexpected? Book our day tour and have a remarkable enduro adventure in the incredible nature of
the Blidinje nature park
Tour schedule:
At 10 o'clock, we will meet together in Blidinje Nature Park.
First, we will check the motorcycles and equipment. Once
this is done, we start our trip on gravel roads on our way to
the Nature Park Blidinje.
After a short coffee break, we will ride up the ascent to
Mount Čvrsnica. Here we ride through fantastic
landscapes, pass some military bases and then go down to
the Bosiljna Motel where we have lunch together.
After the lunch, we will decide whether we want to stay a bit
by the lake and visit the church Sv. Ilija in Masna Luka or
immediately continue to have fun in the valley. In the late
afternoon, we will ride back to the motel where we will
arrive between 6 and 7 p.m. Depending on the weather and
other things, the tour may vary a bit.
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Category

Motorcycle Tour

Terrain

Offroad

Vehicle

your own motorcycle
motorcycle rent optional

Tourguide / Coach

yes (guided)

Flight to / from

no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service)

no

Level of difficulty

medium

Customer payment protection

yes

* PRICING

Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing
Rider with own motorcycle (basic price)

€100.00

Supplement for rental motorcycle (Enduro 350ccm, 4-stroke six day), gasoline and
protective equipment

€140.00

Features
Breakfast
Guided day tour with an experienced guide

Not included features
Everything not listed under features
Motorcycle (only if it is booked in addition)
Beverages
Arrival and departure from and to the meeting point

More details
The minimum number of participants: 5 persons. However, if you only want to book 1 - 4 tickets, you can of
course do so. If the minimum number of participants is not reached, you will be contacted in time.
Languages: English (others on request)
Other:
Please familiarize yourself with the travel instructions of the respective country in good time before the trip and
follow them. All tours are subject to the general terms and conditions. Before the start of the trip, the
disclaimer must be signed and submitted. Without this disclaimer it is not possible to start the trip.
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